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CASE STUDY
MEDIC BLEEP| HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY COMPANY ATTAINS
BALANCE BETWEEN SHAREABLE DATA AND INFORMATION SECURITY

A healthcare technology company
straddles the divide between the health
and technology industries, applying
technological solutions to solve
healthcare problems and facilitate
healthcare service. This unique position
connects the organisation with
confidential data belonging to patients—
both the biodata of patients and the
medical case files that detail every
procedure carried out on the patient by
health professionals.
Medic Creations Limited created web and
mobile applications that provide simple,
innovative and effective solutions to the
communication issues faced by health
professionals in the NHS. These
applications hold confidential data that
could be harmful if breached by cyber
criminals.
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The NHS requires assurance about the
security of its mobile applications to
prevent data theft and intrusions by
unscrupulous individuals. Stratia Cyber
was contacted to help improve security
of the mobile applications, ensure that
the applications met industry-level
security protocols and maintain the
confidentiality of patient data.

“Stratia Cyber has helped us to
understand where our gaps were,
and what we can do to build up
the existing security measures we
do have in place. On the product
side, they’ve helped us with
penetration testing, and
reassessed us once we’ve made
some changes. The assessment
process is a continual cycle.”
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What we did

Results

We liaised with Medic Creations
Limited to understand the nature of
their applications at a basic
programming level. We were able
to identify several flaws that left
their applications susceptible to
data theft attacks.

After testing and modifications
recommended by Stratia Cyber, the
applications developed by Medic
Creations Limited were better
braced to resist cyber intrusions.
Potential weaknesses revealed by
our thorough testing were
corrected to fortify the mobile and
web applications as well as API
developed by Medic Creations
Limited and used by the NHS.

Flaws identified included SQL
Injection (SQLi), Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS) and Sensitive Data
Exposure. Corrections were carried
out immediately upon the issues
being identified.

Key benefits
Meeting the security requirements and cyber-safety levels required by the NHS had now
been achieved for Medic Bleep at both a product and organisational level.
A reduction in overhead costs and a consequent increase in return on investment
followed our fixes, too.

Technologies and frameworks used
In addition to CREST Penetration Testing, we used frameworks such as OWASP
Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS), OWASP Mobile Application Security
Verification Standard (MASVS), NIST SP800 Series and NCSC Best Practice Principles
and Guidance to identify issues.
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